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Amphitheatre, expanded gym  
part of S$20m SMU makeover 
SINGAPORE — With its current student 
population exceeding its campus ca-
pacity by a third, Singapore Manage-
ment University (SMU) is spending 
S$20 million on a makeover.

On the cards are plans to convert 
concourse spaces into teaching and 
learning facilities, add larger semi-
nar rooms that seat about 70 each, and 
carve out more group-study spaces.

The work will be completed by the 
third quarter of 2017, and include an 
expanded gym and a new 240-seat 
amphitheatre to be built on the lawn 
between the Singapore Art Museum 
and National Museum of Singapore.

A 400m jogging route around the 
lawn, called Campus Green, will be 
built and open to public use.

Altogether, the facilities will add a 
total seating capacity of 1,185. These 
redevelopment plans follow several 

Learning does not stop 
once you graduate. 
Graduation is just the 

start of a new phase of learning.
Mr Heng Swee Keat
Education MinistEr

NYP to offer structured internships to all its students
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SINGAPORE — Nanyang Polytechnic 
(NYP) has become the first polytech-
nic here to offer the Structured In-
ternship Programme (SIP) to all of its 
students as part of the SkillsFuture 
initiative.

Previously, the polytechnic’s stints 
that took the structured intern-
ship approach were offered to stu-
dents at its School of Health Sciences  
and School of Chemical and Life  
Sciences.

Now that NYP has signed memo-
randa of understanding (MOU) with 
50 companies across several sectors, 
such as information technology, engi-
neering and chemical and life scienc-
es, its students will receive greater 
support for meaningful learning at 
the workplace.

The MOUs represent significant 
partnerships between the polytech-
nic and companies. 

The SIP will typically last six 
months or longer and will bring the 
polytechnic and companies together 
to develop a structured programme 
with clear learning outcomes and  
job scopes.

It will also feature activities that 
balance the needs of companies with 
objectives of the course of study to 
enable students to deepen their skills 
and acquire relevant work experience.

Currently, the internship period 
for NYP students is between three 
and nine months, depending on  
their course. 

It is the first polytechnic to 
make such a move and has 
signed MOUs with 50 firms 
from industries such as IT 

Packing medicine, labelling 
medications and interacting with 
patients were among tasks given to 
polytechnic student Pang shi Jie 
(picture) during his six-month 
internship at the singapore  
General Hospital (sGH).

and it was time well spent as  
the internship helped the 20-year-
old be a better student during his 
final year  at nanyang  
Polytechnic (nYP).

Mr Pang, who received his 
diploma in Pharmaceutical 
sciences at nYP’s graduation 
ceremony yesterday, had a perfect 
grade point average (GPa) score 
of 4. He also won the Lee Kuan 
Yew award, which is given to 
outstanding graduates from the 
technology and science courses. 

in an interview with todaY, Mr 
Pang said his sGH stint from March 
to august last year had given him 

the exposure he needed to help 
him understand the lessons that he 
would take in his final semester. 

For example, he learnt 
how medication is prescribed 
while working at the hospital’s 
pharmacies. 

“When someone is actually able 
to have hands-on experience ... it 
allows him to actually know better 
(and) understand ... the content 
that the lecturers are actually 
talking (about in school),”  said  
Mr Pang, who will further his studies 
at the national university  
of singapore’s department  
of Pharmacy.

Mr Pang’s passion for the health 
sciences started when he was in 
secondary school, after he noticed 
that his relatives did not know much 
about the medication they were 
taking or their side effects.

the sengkang secondary 

school student later joined the red 
cross society as a  co-curricular 
activity and went on to become 
its president. determined to be 
a pharmacist, he chose to study 
pharmaceutical sciences at nYP. 

“i’m someone who likes to teach, 
so a career in pharmacy actually 
allows me to educate my patients 
and help them understand more 
about the medication they’re 
taking,” he added.

apart from being academically 
inclined, Mr Pang also likes to come 
up with inventions.

He participated in the tan 
Kah Kee Young inventors’ 
competition last year and earned 
a commendation award for his 
umbrella sheath, a device that 
offers an alternative to plastic 
bags that are used to keep small 
umbrellas away when they are wet. 
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initiatives the university has under-
taken to create more space for its stu-
dents, including renovating the Li Ka 
Shing Library to increase its seating 
capacity and leasing the former Van-
guard Building to create a 24-hour 
study space.

Speaking at a briefing yesterday on 
the redevelopments, SMU president 
Arnoud de Meyer said the university is 
committed to providing adequate and 
flexible learning and teaching spaces. 

He also pointed to the addition of 
spaces for students to collaborate, 
network and carry out recreational 
activities.

“These days, students learn in a 
much more experiential way. They do 
projects and learn from discussions 
with one another. They have all the in-
formation at their fingertips through 
websites and the Internet. Their way 

of learning is very different and we 
need to ensure we have the right fa-
cilities to support that learning,” said 
Prof De Meyer. 

Responding to TODAY’s queries, 
the Office of Campus Development’s 

With the new programme, the pol-
ytechnic’s final-year students will be 
matched with industry mentors as 
they undergo real-world training and 
embark on projects.

The programme also aims to facili-
tate better integration between work 
and study, as well as help students 
sharpen the knowledge they have ac-
quired in school through industry-rel-
evant training.

SkillsFuture is part of the Govern-
ment’s efforts to encourage Singapo-
reans to continue with lifelong learn-
ing and improve the career prospects 
of students from polytechnics and the 
Institute of Technical Education.

At NYP’s graduation ceremony 
yesterday, Education Minister Heng 
Swee Keat emphasised this push to 
learn for the future. “Learning does 
not stop once you graduate,” he said. 
“Graduation is just the start of a new 
phase of learning.”

He pointed out that internships 
could provide students with an en-
riching learning experience, as they 
could apply their knowledge in a real-
world context.

The SIP will give students more 
purposeful and effective on-the-job 
training and time to pick up “deep 
skills”, he added.

“They’ll also be able to immerse 
themselves deeper in industry sec-
tors and understand the hard and soft 
skills that are needed to succeed in the 
working world.”

This year, 5,459 students will grad-
uate from NYP’s seven schools. The 
ceremonies will end on Thursday.

An artist’s 
impression of 
SMU’s revamped 
Campus Green, 
the lawn between 
the Singapore 
Art Museum and 
National Museum 
of Singapore.  
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director Sundaravadivelan Selvam 
said the university had staggered the 
timeline of the work to ensure spac-
es are not taken away entirely from  
students. 
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